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PART I.

I.

- Behind the meditation, and behind our own system, one feels
there is a single truth.
Are we a;ny nearer to finding this
truth, and what do we know of its nature?
- I feel it is becoming clearer.
telling.

You see, there is a wey of

As one continues with the meditation, one finds

certain parts of the system are bec~ming more and more alive.
Other parts, particularly the practical side, often seem t'o
o-onflic:t with the meditation, as if something had been
misunderstood.
And about the meditation?
The same thing is true.
But in this oase it is the practical
knowledge whioh is becoming more and more real.

Some of the

theoretical explanations are not so clear as those in our
own system.
So what do you conclude?
If you put together that which is alive and real in both
teachings, in time the truth will unfold.
- And do you think it would be possible to s93 what has been
found up to now?
- Yes, there are certain very interesting and important things
which we have found ••••

r
II.
- I feel we have found a new way - that is the most important
thing - a way that will free man from suffering, . and enable
him to realise himself, without the long work, the long effort
we thought so essential before.
- You mean the meditation?
- Yes, the meditation and many other things connected with it.
If you remember, the work we used to do before was based on
self remembering. It was based on the idea that man does not
remember himself
that he can only do so by constant effort
and practice, by a constant struggle against the forces that
keep him asleep.
And is it any different now?
Yes, it is quite different now.
We have made a new discovery a discovery almost as fundamental as self remembering itself.
We have discovered that self remembering is natural for man - that
it is part of man's nature to remember himself.
But long ago
he forgot how to do it.
Then what did he actually forget?
He forgot how to find the energy required for self remembering.
Self remembering requires a special kind of energy - a kind of
energy which is very delightful, very attractive to the mind.
The mind is actually alwaJ7s searching for this energy, but it
looks in the wrong direction.
Once it is shown where to look,
it will follow the taste until it finds it. There is nothing
the mind wants more than to find the energy it needs for
self remembering.
And this is what the meditation does?
Yes, this is what the meditation does - it leads us to the
source of this energy.
And once the mind has got to know the way,
it fills itself with it more and more.
And the more it is filled
with the right energy, the more we remember ourselves - quite
naturally, and without any effort and struggle.

III.

You mean the meditation is a way of remembering ourselves?

No, not exactly.
remember oneself.

During the half hour one does not~ to
One simply carries out the technique, in

the way we were told.

And du.ring the da,y?
If the meditation is successful, self remembering will crome
to us quite naturally du.ring the da,y, simply because we have
o-ollected the energy it needs during the half hour..

Trying

to remember oneself does not help - in fact it ma,y aotually
hinder the flow of energy required for self remembering.
But wh,y is this?
If you direct your attention onto yourself deliberately while
you are doing something,, it divides your attention, and the
mind becomes · confused."
Then what should one do instead?

Go straight ahead and enjoy whatever it is you have to do.
The energv you get from the meditation will then be able to
express itself in your actions.

When this happens you will

find the results are quite different.
How will they be different?
Awareness and action will be simultaneous.
~

your actions.

You will be

Nothing will come between.

- This is certainly a new approach.

It makes me feel there is

nothing left to do.
- That is exactly as it should be.

There is nothing to be done.

If you ta.ke the right pill twice ad~, everything else will
follow.

IV.

- But what is this energy the meditation gives us - what is it
actually like?
- In its origin it is beyond experience.

But when- it reaches

the level of our experience,. it can show itself in three
different ways.

The first is what we describe as self

remembering - consciousness, awareness and so on.

The more

of this energy we have, the more we are directly aware, both of
ourselves and of the world in whiah we live.
- And has it another meaning too?
- Yes, it is happiness or bliss.,

On the highest level within

us everything is bliss - everything is real and permanent happiness.
- You mean it is alw~ys there?
- Yes, the happiness is always there.

That is what this way is:

all about - that is how this method works.

In the meditation,

the mind goes naturally towards the highest level within us,
simply because it is the level of greatest happiness.

It does

not have to be forced to go there, it goes there o:f Hs own accord.
But why did we never hear of this before?
Simply because the method was lost.

All one has heard and all

one has read about the difficulties man encounters in the course
of his development, the efforts he has to make along the way, the
suffering and hardship he has to endure - all these ideas arose
when the method was lost.

Suoh ideas may belong to other ways,

but they have nothing to do with this one.

For directly ma.n

begins to £orce the meditation, to do it against his will, to ma.ke
efforts to do it and so on - directly he forgets about happiness it ceases to work an,y more.
And yet happiness is what man has always wanted.
Yes, there is nothing a man wants more than happiness, for
happiness is his birthright.

v.
- You said there was a third wa;r in which the energy we get
from the meditation shows itself?
- Yea, it shows itself in the form of unity.

The meditation has

the effect of unifying the mind •. This means that we become one

person instead of many, that we begin to know what we want, that
we develop self-confidence, a deeper and more genuine sense of' "I",
and many other things.
But how does it bring this about?
By connecting us with the source of our being.

This energy

that the meditation produces connects everything together - it
connects every part of the mind with its source.
And cloes this enable us to see what is false in ourselves'?

Ho, no, there is no need.

Once we begin to experience what

is real, there is no longer any need to concern ourselves with
what is false.

If we begin to look for what is false we create

a conflict within ourselves

we begin to dislike it, and so

naturally we struggle ~gainst it.
But shouldnt we struggle against it?
Ho, no, that is where this wa;r differs from anything we heard
before.

In this wa;r it is said that everything has something

good, something real in it, however much it may be outwardly false.
That is why it is wrong for man to destroy what is false, for by
doing so he is bound at the same time to destroy something real.
And so what does he do about the false?
He simply does not concern himself with it any longer, and turns
to what is real instead.

In time he will begin to see what is

real in other people too

he will f.ind he can look right past what is··

false in them and see what is real.

Then he will begin to know

people as they are - to see what it is they want and how he can help

them.

VI.
- But if we make no attempt to overcome it, how aan we get
rid of what is false in ourselves?
It is the meditation whioh frees us from what is false.
But during the day, one becomes identified, one gets into
a bad state, beo-omes depressed, negative and so on.

Surely

one has to struggle against all this?
- It will not help - it simply will not help.

All one can do

is to accept - accept and return to the meditation.

You

remember the parable of the tares?
- You mean, if ' one struggles one pulls up the wheat with the tares?
- Yes, one destroys them both. But if one can wait, the meditation
will separate the two quite naturally. You see, the meditation
corresponds to the 'harvest' - the 'end of this world'.
- And didnt Christ SaJ" 'that ye resist not evil'?
- Yes, the point is that efforts to change ourselves are generally
all on one level.
How do you mean, they are all on one level?
That is the
All on the same level, the level of our functions.
inner meaning of the saying 'an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a
tooth'.
The old ways - the traditional ways - nec-essitated inner
struggle - struggle to control our functions. _ But however muoh
we struggle with our functions - our thoughts, feelings, sensations
and so on - however much we learn to control them, the evil in them
docs not disappear. It either gets shifted around or covered over·t
but it does not disappear.
- And the meditation makes all that unnecessary?
Yes,. the meditation makes all that c-onflict urme::cessa.ry, because
it works on a different level.
consciousness, not functions.

It works on the level of
When we get to this level there,.!!

no evil - the evil has fallen away.

VII.

- You say there is no need to struggle with our functions.

But

without struggle, without friction, how can we create Will?
- That is a wrong idea, that we have to create Will.

It is not

ours- to create.
Then where does it come from?
I would say it is universal.
Then how can we find it?
Through the meditation.

The meditation is a method of putting

ourselves in the hands of Will.
You mean it comes from above?
Not exactly, although that is certainly true.

But it also

comes from within.
But how can it be universal, if it aomes from within?
If we could find Will, we would become universal.
- You mean we would expand our consei.ousness, become larger?
- Yes.

We used to speak, if you remember, of our own nothingness.

But God did not create us to l:ie nothing, he created us to be
everything - to realise his in:finite greatness in ourselves.
It is difficult to understand what this means-.
There is no need to think about it overmuch - the meditation
will bring us to it.

But only if we give up this idea that we can

!2•

You mean it stands in the way?
Yes, by behaving as if we c'Ould _g_£ - by continually trying to change
ourselves, by objeo"ting to this or that feature in ourselves, by
assuming we know what is right and what is wrong about ourselves,
when in fact we know nothing of the kind - in all these different
ways we put a blook against Will, which would otherwise c.:ome to
us naturally.
So what is the alternative?
Leave all these things to the meditation, and enjoy whatever it
0

is you have to do.

